SENIORS, BOOMERS, +55’S ETC…

TRAVEL RESEARCH, TRENDS
& MYTHBUSTING 2019

THE MOST PREDICTABLE MARKETING OPPORTUNITY WE HAVE EVER HAD
“We should have seen the flood coming: the aging of boomers was perhaps the most predictable large
historical event of the last century”. Joseph Coughlan. MIT Agelab
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TRADITIONALLY SEEN AS A
PROBLEM NOT OPPORTUNITY
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jan/22/elderly-hurry-up-die-japanese
https://www.fastcompany.com/3068543/our-aging-population-can-be-an-economic-powerhouse-if-we-let-it

Traditionally seen as a problem not opportunity
Less than 10% of marketing dollars are aimed at the 50+. Advertisers spend
500% more on millennials
Many ad agency creatives and account managers bring their preconceived
lenses of what a senior represents – incongruent with who they are
Seniors don’t think they are senior. Current advertising risks alienating and
repelling them
We live with outdated and preconceived ideas…we as an industry haven’t
moved on, but they have!
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HOUSEHOLD WEALTH
2534

3544

The bar chart represents wealth of
households in Australia, by age
bracket. As you can see, the mass
of Australian wealth sits with the
+55’s market.

4554

5564

6574

AGE

$268,800

Millennials / GenY

Gen X

$573,300

Younger
Boomers

$944,900

$1,239,700

$1,040,550

$$$
Older
Boomers
Builders
(Boomers)

The have the $$$

In the US, +50 demographic controls 55% of all
consumer spending and 80% of wealth

Euromonitor predicts that by 2020, worldwide older
adult spending will reach $15 trillion – and that’s
well before global aging will be fully realised
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Key differences to past senior generations
• In 1900, life expectancy for much of the industrialised world was under 50.
• Today, living well into one's 70s, 80s and beyond can be expected.
• Boomers have made the psychological shift from acquiring more material
possessions to a desire to purchase enjoyable, satisfying and memorable
experiences
• “They are not stopping spending, like previous generations did, not even
spending reluctantly, just spending differently for different reasons”
Dan.s.Kennedy
• Concerned with not longer life but quality of life. They are healthier living
longer than ever before
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MILLENNIALS TEND TO BE FULL OF DEBT
BOOMERS ARE FULL OF MONEY
Your secret sauce is in the statistics that all other travel marketers seem to be ignoring.

Boomers

Millennials

• Accom spend on most recent trip $1,540 (Tripadvisor)

• Accom spend on most recent trip $675 (Tripadvisor)

• Seek out quality 3-4 star hotels

• Seek out affordable accommodation

• Seek out their favourite airlines and pay extra for flexibility

• Seek out basic fares

• Not price driven, but seek good value

• Posting up a storm on social media accounts with pics from
fabulous and luxurious travels

Seeking
travel
memories
and stories

Seeking likes

Photo by Amos Bar-Zeev on Unsplash

Millennials Spend Less Than Half On Accommodation Than Baby Boomers, Tripadvisor2019
https://tripadvisor.mediaroom.com/press-releases?item=126198 https://www.cheapoair.com/miles-away/baby-boomer-travel-trends/
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THE FUTURE OF TRAVEL IS SENIOR
40% over 65’s are spending between 11K and 50K PER PERSON PER ANNUM on travel
• 53% of boomers aged over 65 plan on doing 2-3
domestic trips this year
• 15% plan on doing 4-5 domestic trips this year
• More time available than any other demographic
cohort
• More money to spend on travel than any
demographic cohort
• As equally excited to travel domestic as they are
international
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AS A GLOBAL ECONOMY
THIS SECTOR IS THE 3RD
LARGEST, BEHIND USA
AND CHINA.

Fun and adventurous. Active learning in travel

Interesting
life history

Travelling before the Internet, Tripadvisor,
Instagram – they just had to go there to find
out what was there

Popping all sorts of pills before you were ☺

They didn’t call it the swinging 60’s for
nothing. Sexual freedom driven by The Pill
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So what are
they good for?

1
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SO WHAT ARE THEY GOOD
FOR?
• They are the tourism industry’s guardian angels
• Accessible with a willingness to buy

• Filling low / shoulder season
• Want to equally travel around Australia and overseas
• Open to deals, available to your marketing and
advertising…they will even watch your Youtube videos
all the way through to the end
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Be prepared to
challenge and shift your
thinking as we smash
commonly held seniors
travel myths

FINDINGS
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MYTH #1
SCARED / OUT OF TOUCH WITH
TECHNOLOGY
• This used to be true of the silent generations
• When computers first arrived in workplaces, baby boomers
had to learn to use them
• Very comfortable using and spending on technology
• Massive mobile usage especially in destination
• Overwhelmingly see technology as having a positive impact
on their lives, always connected and willing to spend online.
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MYTH #2
THEY DON’T USE THE INTERNET
MUCH FOR TRAVEL RESEARCH
• The most sophisticated and heaviest online travel
researchers I have seen
• Spending hundreds of hours researching travel

Implications
• Massive implications for customer journey marketing
• User experience
• Content marketing
• Same, same content won’t cut it. New news,
interesting content.
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Internet search for travel
“I tend to research very thoroughly. I would spend days spread out over weeks.
It becomes a mission and I lock down quite specific details . I also like to plan
options in case things don't work out as originally planned from my desktop”
“Lots of time in the lead up to a holiday, it's sort of foreplay. (Sorry)”

“100s and 1000s of hours!. I'm afraid I am a frustrated travel agent with a
penchant for finding the best authentic deal.”
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MYTH #3
THEY DON’T BOOK OR PAY
ONLINE
• They are booking more online than ever before
• They have the time to research heavily
• Becoming more confident and in control of their travel
bookings
• Virtually no barriers to paying for large travel purchases
online via credit card or paypal
• Favour ‘reputable’ brands and understand that booking
direct with a supplier allows for easier access to change
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MYTH #4
LIKE TO BOOK WITH TRAVEL AGENT
• Shift in behaviour – they are more likely now than in
the past to do their bookings
• Confidence increases with hundreds of hours of
research
• When they do use a travel agent, it is preceded with
many hours of own research on the internet
• Travel agents used when:
• Friend or relative a travel agent
• Push closer to the silent generation
• Have used the same agent for many years
• Complex itineraries
• Large groups such as intergenerational travel
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MYTH #5
THEY ARE NOT ETHICAL
TRAVELERS
• “I try to find 'fair trade' activities - those that will
benefit the local community. I search 'ethical travel',
NGOs”
• Tend to be single women (but not always)
• Concern about future generations
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MYTH #6
WANT TO TICK OF MAIN
BUCKET LIST SITES
• Travel is about humans, the people you travel with and
the people you meet along the way
• Opting for slow tourism ditching the hectic itineraries
and long lists of to-dos
• Opting instead for independent travel, easy tours and
packages • Full immersion in destination and participate in
local culture and activities, stress-free.
• It’s all about locals, getting to know the locals. These
provide the best and most memorable experiences
• Looking for a variety of experiences that connects them
with the local people and cultures / heritage
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The locals and immersion
“I love stumbling into something new, exciting and enjoyable. We have great cities in Australia but getting off the beaten
track can be one of the most rewarding things you can do. All those hidden gems that you pass along the way remain
untouched if they are not on your direct route.
There is great joy in experiencing this. Locals have pride in their communities and what the can offer you and meeting
interesting people who share their lives and stories with you is what memories are made of. I like unique experiences and
go out of my way to discover what is on offer where ever I go’
“We recently drove up to the Mt Isa Rodeo as it always attracted my attention, as an iconic Australian event, surprisingly
it was the towns we visited on the way that we really enjoyed. Rural towns across the country and trying to reinvent
themselves to attract people to visit them and I am keen to visit as we can learn so much more about our great country by
learning about the people and what it is they do…”
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Looking for variety of experiences
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authentic
Quirky
Fun
Local immersive
Meet the locals activities
The local scene:
• Theatre
• Art
• News
• Markets
• Meaningful
• Humbling

• Educate and learn
• Culture and heritage
• History
• Food and wine

• Appealing to the senses
• Natural environment
• Animals and wildlife

• Personal enrichment
• Facilitating Friendships old and new
• Family

“My younger self would seek more party type activities to meet rowdy loud folk.
My more mature (but still young at heart) self seeks a deeper understanding and connection from travel.”
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MYTH #7
NOT INTERESTED IN INDIGENOUS
CULTURE & HISTORY
• Big shift on previous research
• Interested in both Australian and overseas
• Open to staying with indigenous communities,
immersive experience

• Reference to learning and education
• Opportunities for city and regional experiences
“I would love to be invited into some local indigenous
communities, it would be an honour to spend time listening to
stories (ideal domestic holiday)”. Research respondent
“Aboriginal culture is fascinating”. Research respondent
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MYTH #8 USE IMAGES OF
SENIORS IN MARKETING TO THEM
• Seniors don’t think they are senior
• Don’t call them senior

• They don’t want to travel with seniors
• They don’t want to see pictures of old people in
advertising
• No pictures of bus tours (even though they may be on
one)
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DON’T USE THIS TYPE OF IMAGERY

Although it may be true, travellers don’t
want to be reminded that they are
travelling like this!

Actual quotes
from the research
when respondents
were asked to
comment.
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Yeah, my
grandpa loves
walking, I know
the perfect pic

I look like this

But my attitude is this...

Ad account executive brief is:
Create fb ad for adventure walking company for seniors market
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MYTH #9
LOOKING FOR LOW KEY
• Several respondents spoke of having their ‘dive tickets’
• Walking, bushwalking, cycling
• Being at one with nature “without being too huffy
puffy”

• Humbling nature experiences
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MYTH #10
“WE CANT COMPETE WITH
INTERNATIONAL DEALS AND
DESTINATIONS”
• There is no competition like we might see with families
or millennials because +55’s are choosing both
• They are NOT choosing one over the other when it
comes to international and domestic travel.
• The are equally as excited in both.
• Planning
• Booking
• In destination
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BRONWYN WHITE | CEO | NEW YOUNG CONSULTING
BRONWYN@NEWYOUNGCONSULTING.COM
MOBILE 0408 225 766

NEWYOUNGCONSULTING.COM

THANK-YOU
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